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Online campaigning in Germany:
The CDU online campaign for the general election 2009 in Germany
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ABSTRACT
The German election year 2009 saw the first attempts by political parties to include web 2.0 services in their online campaigns. The 2009 election therefore, offers the opportunity to examine how political parties outside the USA—where online campaigning has become indispensible for candidates of both major parties—choose to use online tools in their campaigns. This paper examines the online campaign of the German Christian Democratic Union (CDU) with a special focus on the campaign’s use of web 2.0 services. The different elements of the campaign will be discussed with regard to three basic functions of online campaigning provided by the relevant literature: 1) Presence in the online information space; 2) Support of the infrastructure of politics; 3) The staging of political support and participation.
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ONLINE CAMPAIGNING IN GERMANY

Since Barack Obama's successful bid for the US presidency in late 2008, every online campaign is compared to the well-publicized efforts of the Obama campaign. In 2007 and 2008 the USA was a uniquely promising backdrop for an impressive online campaign. There existed a highly politicized popular blogosphere; the USA, where the most successful online tools were first developed, is also the country with the most advanced user base. The Obama campaign could hire a group of highly motivated and online-savvy campaigning experts who had already worked on an earlier presidential online campaign. US campaigns are traditionally run with large numbers of volunteers. Thus, the campaigning culture lends itself to the adoption of online tools because of the logistical challenges provided by space, the number of volunteers and potential voters. Finally, donations are an integral part of campaigning in the USA. This political tradition also provided the basis for the impressive fund-raising successes of the Obama campaign. The country was deeply divided, and the Obama campaign chose to run on a highly motivating narrative. These factors all indicate that the online success of the Obama campaign has been highly path-dependent and is probably not easily duplicated in a different context.

Thus, instead of comparing international online campaigns with the Obama campaign and finding them falling short against this measure, we have to discuss each online campaign within each specific context. A growing body of literature contributes to this task, be it in discussing online campaigns in specific countries, or the country-specific use and dynamics of online political communication. This paper aims to add to this literature by providing a detailed case study on the use of online tools by the German Christian Democrats (CDU) during the campaign for the German 2009 federal election. When appropriate I will draw direct comparisons between the USA and Germany. Mainly these will address patterns of
online use in the USA and Germany. This is not to open a ‘Americanization 2.0’ debate, instead these comparisons might help in understanding the specific context German parties acted in. The author was an active participant and consultant to the CDU online campaigns in Hessen, 2009 and to the general election in 2009. He held a similar position in the CDU online campaign for the state election in Nordrhein-Westfalen in 2010.

THREE POLITICAL FUNCTIONS OF ONLINE TOOLS

When examining the literature on online campaigns, three basic functions of online tools for political communicators emerge: 1) Presence in the online information space; 2) Support of the infrastructure of politics; 3) The staging of political support and participation.

Already in 2003 Bruce Bimber and Richard Davis identified the potential for political actors to be present in the information space of the Internet as one of the most basic functions of online campaigning. They especially emphasize the potential of a campaign to reach highly specific and motivated Internet users that visit political websites. What was true for political websites also holds true for new political profiles in a web 2.0 environment.

Matthew Hindman used the term infrastructure of politics to collect the elements of online campaigning that contribute to the resources, mobilization possibilities, and recruitment of volunteers. The fundraising possibilities through online tools might be one of the most discussed elements of online campaigning; however, in the CDU campaign of 2009 they did not play a mayor role. Stefan Hennewig (CDU head of internal management and during the 2009 campaign, responsible for the ‘teAM Deutschland’ and Web 2.0 activities) attributes only a small role to online fundraising, since the majority of CDU donators would still choose to donate through offline channels.

The staging of political support and participation—for example, by follower counts on a candidate’s online profiles—corresponds most clearly with the ‘momentum effect’ known
from conventional campaigns which expects that a candidate’s progress or regress in polls translates in favorable or critical response by the media and the public.\textsuperscript{15} In online campaigns, poll dynamics are supplemented by developments in the detailed counts of supporters on social networking sites or the amount of funds a candidate or party managed to raise through online channels.\textsuperscript{16}

I will discuss the different tools the CDU campaign used during the summer and autumn of 2009 in form of a case study. This discussion will be guided by the three functions discussed above. The study is based on the publicly available campaign material on the various campaign websites and profiles. In addition to this, I also use quantitative data, if available, to illustrate certain elements of the campaign—for example, results of an internal CDU evaluation of its campaign platform or quantitative data on Twitter usage by various parties and politicians. Also, the discussion of the different campaign elements is based on conversations with key campaign personnel. For the most part, these conversations served as background information on motivations or usage practices and thus are directly cited in exceptional cases only. Finally, my own experiences as a participant of the 2009 online campaign inform the writing of this article and my assessments.

SUPERWAHLJAHR 2009: THE UNIQUE CONTEXT OF THE CDU ONLINE CAMPAIGN

2009 was a special year in the German election calendar for two reasons: There was an unusually high frequency of elections in Germany, which found expression in the term ‘Superwahljahr’ (super-election year). Six Bundesländer (states), Hessen, Saarland, Sachsen, Thüringen, Brandenburg and Schleswig-Holstein, elected their parliaments. In addition to these proceedings, elections were held for the office of the German Bundespräsident (President), the European Parliament and, in autumn of 2009, the Bundestag (federal
parliament). Yet, this high frequency of elections surprisingly did not lead to an intensive or polarized campaign. Reasons for this could be the awkward situation of CDU and SPD of having to campaign against a partner in an active, governing coalition and the challenges of an ongoing worldwide financial crisis. These issues lead to a national campaign of moderate intensity.17

Beyond these factors determined by the election calendar, many commentators saw Obama’s campaign as the first that realized the participatory potential often associated with so called ‘Web 2.0’ tools18 in the political realm.19 The discussion of the role of the Internet in Obama’s campaign has evolved and become more balanced since his election to office.20 At least partially responsible for this moderation is David Plouffe’s first-hand account of the campaign.21 In his assessment of the campaigning uses of the Internet he seems to owe much more to Philipp Howard’s managed citizen22 than Joe Trippi’s online revolution.23 Which did not sit well with the narrative of many online enthusiasts who saw the Obama campaign as first truly participatory campaign.24

In late 2008 and early 2009 this moderation still had to reach Germany. Here the political scene was buzzing with online-hype.25 Two elements of Obama’s online campaign were very broadly discussed in Germany: the supporter platform ‘My Barack Obama,’26 now Organizing for America, and the campaign’s use of the microblogging service Twitter through the account ‘@barackobama.’27 Although the internet was a fixture in German political campaigns well before, the Obama campaign and its media aftershocks introduced social media or, Web 2.0 tools, on the local, regional and federal level of German campaigning.28

In 2009 roughly 68 per cent of the German population (ages 14 and older) used the Internet at least infrequently while nearly 65 per cent did so frequently. This compares to nearly 58 per cent (infrequent users) and 57 per cent (frequent users) in the year 2005, the
year of Germany’s last general election. This compares to 74 per cent of US Americans (ages 18 and older) who in 2009 used the Internet. In 2009 the Internet adoption rates between Germany and the USA were quiet similar. However, there were considerable differences between Germans and US Americans with regard to political usage practices.

For instance, in the week before the election roughly 20 per cent of Germans used the Internet to search for political information. This number is similar to the percentage of Germans who used the Internet for political information in the preceding campaign of 2005. Thus the number grew neither in proportion to the total number of Internet users, nor to the number of those who used the Internet to search of information in general. One possible reason for this could be the low intensity of the campaign mentioned above. This might have provided users with little motivation to actively search for political information, thus Germans showed, to paraphrase Faas and Partheymüller, no Internet usage without motivation. These 20 per cent are well bellow the 44 per cent of US Americans who in 2008 used the Internet to find information on the campaigns of Obama and McCain. The comparison of these percentages indicates a huge gap in the political use of the Internet between the populations of the two countries. A gap that cannot be explained merely through differences in Internet use in general.

Another interesting statistic documents the participatory activities online in both countries. When asked in 2009 how they felt about the new participatory possibilities of Web 2.0 technology, 18 per cent of Germans (ages 14 and older) answered they were at least mildly interested in posting content on the web. 13 per cent answered they were heavily interested in this possibility. Obviously this interest concerns participation in many more than just political contexts, but the answers indicate a general interest in using the Internet for more than just information gathering, shopping or e-mail communication. Unfortunately, there are no data on actual political participation through online channels for 2009. However,
in May 2011 the Allensbach institute found that 29 per cent of Germans (ages 16 and older) said they had used online tools for political participation. This usage included: signing of online petitions or campaigns, participating in public online polls, discussing politics on social networking sites, writing an e-mail to a member of parliament, commenting on a news site, discussing politics in an online forum or chat room, becoming a member in a political group on a social networking site, posting political content on a personal website or blog, and using the microblogging service Twitter to comment on politics.\textsuperscript{35} It is difficult to find a direct comparison to this number since the operationalization of political communication through online channels differs widely. A roughly comparable metric might be found in a 2009 Pew report. This report finds that in 2008, 19 per cent of US Americans (ages 18 and older) had posted political or social content using digital tools. These activities included posting comments about a political or social issue, getting political info on a social networking site, writing about political or social issues on a personal blog, participating in a group or cause on a social networking site, friending a candidate on a social networking site, posting political news on a social networking site, posting pictures online about a political or social issue, posting a video online about a political or social issue.\textsuperscript{36} These numbers might serve as a rough indicator that differences between Germany and the USA in actual political participation through online tools seems to be much smaller than the gap that shows in the gathering of political information online.

While most studies of Internet use in Germany seem to agree on the numbers, the interpretation of these numbers varies widely. While some see the Internet and Web 2.0 as a revolution in the public’s information usage, political communication and political culture,\textsuperscript{37} others emphasize the comparably low number of active producers of content and come to the conclusion that, at least in 2009, Web 2.0 tools played a negligible role in the campaign.\textsuperscript{38} This view seems to be grounded in a simple model of campaign effects based on counting
eyeballs. The medium with the highest eyeball count is seen as the most effective campaigning tool. This might be an appropriate assessment of the potential for direct campaign effects of political content posted online, but it ignores the cascade of indirect effects of political content on the web. An example from the 2009 campaign, the ‘Yeaahh! flashmobs,’ illustrates this potential quite clearly.

In the final days of the campaign, a small group of protesters, initially about 30, reacted to a suggestion\(^{39}\) in the comment thread of a popular German blog\(^{40}\) and appeared at a CDU campaign event in Hamburg. They carried handwritten signs with the words ‘Und alle so: Yeaahh’, which roughly translates as ‘And everyone goes: Yeaahh’. They started shouting ‘Yeah’ after every sentence during Merkel’s stump speech. A video of the group made it on YouTube\(^{41}\) and shortly after appeared on Spiegel Online,\(^{42}\) one of Germany’s most popular online news sites. A few hours after the video was embedded in an article on Spiegel Online over 200,000 viewers had watched the clip. From that point on until the end of the campaign, groups of Yeaahh flashmobbers were a fixture at Angela Merkel’s campaign stops. Five days after the first ‘Yeah’ was shouted in Hamburg the Tagesthemen, one of Germany’s leading news programs, featured a segment on this ‘entirely new form of political protest in Germany.’\(^{43}\) Thus 30 people reacting to a comment on a blog that was read by a few thousand Internet users had become a story that a few million Germans watched on TV.\(^{44}\) This snowball effect shows that dismissing the potential of political communication through the Internet and Web 2.0 tools based on eyeball counts drastically underestimates its true potential.

These factors constituted the background for the online campaigns of 2009. There were expectations towards the political parties by the media, the public, Internet users, as well as their own candidates for the 2009 general election campaign to have strong social-media components; the problem was that there were no use-cases on how to run a social media
campaign in Germany on the federal level. There clearly were lessons to be learned from the Obama campaign of 2008 in the USA, the campaign of Sarkozy of 2007 in France and the Dean campaign of 2003/4 in the USA. Still, these lessons were only partially applicable in the German context.

The high number of campaigns in 2009 on the German state level provided a laboratory of test cases on how to approach online campaigning in Germany. So the full election calendar helped the national campaigns to base their strategies on recent experiences with social media tools in German contexts. For the CDU the online campaigns in Hessen (webcamp09), and in the Saarland (Peter Müller Team 09) proved to be valuable prototypes for the online campaign for the federal election. An ongoing party-internal evaluation and learning process was also evident in the online campaign for the first state election after the general election of 2009. The lessons learned during the campaigns of 2009 found their expression in the design of ‘NRW für Rüttgers,’ the online campaign for the election in Nordrhein-Westfalen in May of 2010.

THE CDU ONLINE CAMPAIGN FOR THE 2009 FEDERAL ELECTION

For the campaign of 2009, the CDU established an organization called ‘teAM Deutschland’ to coordinate the support of volunteers. At its inception, teAM Deutschland built on lessons from the 2005 federal election, during which a similar organization, the ‘teAM Zukunft,’ served similar goals. Early on the decision was made to coordinate the main elements of the CDU’s online campaign—especially the social media efforts—from within the structures of the newly formed teAM Deutschland. The idea behind this decision was to establish a more flexible reporting structure for the online campaign, to allow for faster reactions to unforeseen events, ensure flat decision structures and enable the seamless inclusion of campaign staff that had already worked on the preceding CDU online campaigns of 2009.
The main purpose of teAM Deutschland was to enable volunteers to organize or support local CDU campaign events. The teAM was open to any volunteer, party member or not, who wanted to support the CDU or Angela Merkel in the campaign of 2009. The teAM was structured in local chapters corresponding to voting districts. These local teAMs were coordinated by local team leaders, who were in contact with the local CDU candidates. Thus each CDU candidate running for a seat in parliament had support by a local teAM. Beyond that, the local chapters were coordinated and supported by a small core team in the CDU headquarters in Berlin. (Since this paper focuses on the online aspects of the 2009 CDU campaign, the teAM Deutschland offline activities will not be discussed in greater detail.)

**teAM DEUTSCHLAND**

teAM DEUTSCHLAND: THE ONLINE COMMUNITY

The backbone of the CDU online campaign was the online community ‘teAM Deutschland.’ The decision to built a specialized community platform was based in equal parts on the experiences of the 2005 campaign and teAM Zukunft, observations of the successful elements of Barack Obama’s campaigning platform ‘My Barack Obama,’ and on the advice of key personnel of the Obama and McCain campaigns who the CDU consulted in the planning stages of the campaign. When considering the digital political landscape at the time, it is important to note that the CDU was not the only party who developed a dedicated social networking platform for their campaign: The Social Democrats (SPD) and the Green party (Bündnis 90/Die Grünen) developed similar platforms for their supporters, wahlkampf09 (campaign09), now called called ‘meine SPD’ (my SPD), and ‘Wurzelwerk’ (rootwork) respectively.

The CDU encouraged its party members and supporters without party affiliations to join the online community. By the end of the campaign the CDU could register 27,537
supporters. While this is clearly less than the number of supporters Barack Obama could mobilize, it was the highest number of supporters a German party could register during the campaign (as a reference point, the SPD campaign managed to register 19,071 supporters on their platform wahlkampf09).56

As far as the functions and capabilities of the platform are concerned, users were able to create personal profiles comparable to those on commercial social networking sites. Users could then connect to other teAM members. Also, using the location information provided through their profiles, the teAM platform automatically informed users about their local teAM chapter and local campaign events. Users were also able to form groups around topics or candidates, start discussions with other users and even organize campaign events on their own. For their activities in the teAM community and on other social networking sites community members were awarded points. Internally users were ranked according to these points, similar to ‘leader boards’ in online gaming.57 The highest-ranking members were awarded a special meeting with the chancellor and CDU leading candidate Angela Merkel during the campaign. The platform teAM Deutschland continued well after the election date of 27 September 2009 and was still used by its users to socialize around the CDU campaigns for elections in the states Nordrhein-Westfalen (2010), Rheinland-Pfalz (2011) and Baden-Württemberg (2011).

The Berlin core team used the teAM community to coordinate centralized activities58 to support local campaign events, or to inform the teAM community members about campaign events or activities on other social networking sites. The strong reactions to some of these centralized activities illustrate the interest of teAM members and their willingness to interact through this channel. Two especially successful events were Frag Angie and Das größte Unterstützerplakat Deutschlands. During Frag Angie (ask Angela Merkel) supporters on the teAM community and on other social networking sites were offered the chance to ask
questions of Angela Merkel. The chancellor answered a selection of these questions two video interviews that were posted on the social networking site StudiVz and YouTube. For the event Das größte Unterstützerplakat Deutschlands (German’s biggest supporter-poster) supporters were asked to upload their profile picture to the teAM community. These pictures were in turn collected and printed on a large poster, which was on display in Berlin during the last weeks of the campaign. Over 4,500 supporters participated in this event. Also the CDU campaign developed a mobile platform through which the community and blog content could be accessed.

Through the teAM community the CDU hoped to establish a communication channel to its members and supporters that was more than just a mailing list. The aim was to inform interested individuals about the campaign and to enable them to act and organize in support of Angela Merkel and the CDU. These aims clearly correspond with Hindman’s Infrastructure of Politics, discussed above. It is difficult to measure the effect this might have had on the campaign and the CDU performance on election day. An internal CDU survey of local teAM leaders might offer some insight on how valuable the platform was to local organizers of campaign events.

When asked if the teAM Deutschland website was a valuable tool for the organization of campaign activities nearly all local teAM leaders who answered the question agreed either completely or mostly (see Table 1). When asked if they thought the teAM Deutschland could also have been coordinated by using an already existing social networking platform most of the local teAM leaders disagreed (see Table 2). Obviously one has to be careful not to overstate these results as they are based on self-reported behavior and cannot speak on the actual use of the teAM Deutschland platform in the organization of local campaign events. Still, the answers of local teAM leaders show that, at least in the opinions of local campaign
organizers, the teAM Deutschland website and social networking platform was an important tool in the organization and coordination of local campaign events.

(Table 1 about here)

(Table 2 about here)

When asked why they had decided to register with the teAM Deutschland website, members answered overwhelmingly that they did so to receive information on the campaign (see Table 3), an aim most of these users were able to fulfill (see Table 4). In the evaluation of its users, the teAM Deutschland website did not only achieve its goal to facilitate the organization of campaign events by its members but was also successful in providing them with information on the campaign. This evaluation of the platform’s effectiveness corresponds with one of the predictions by Bruce Bimber and Richard Davis about the future use of the Internet in elections: ‘Citizens who are politically interested and active will utilize the Internet as a vehicle for satisfying their need for information and support.’

(Table 3 about here)

(Table 4 about here)

teAM DEUTSCHLAND: THE BLOG

The teAM Deutschland website also provided a blog written by members of the core team. In Germany the popularity of political blogs is much lower than in the US. Still, blogs published by political parties or candidates hold strong potential for them to influence the political agenda, be a part of viral content distribution phenomena, or simply to improve
the visibility of their websites for search engines through regular postings of content containing relevant political keywords.

The blog was used to post varied content. For instance to distribute information on campaign events,\(^2\) events independent of the campaign,\(^3\) or to link to political content found on the net.\(^4\) The team also accompanied and reported on campaign events,\(^5\) covered political TV events (see for example the debate between Angela Merkel and Frank-Walter Steinmeier),\(^6\) posted endorsements of Angela Merkel by German celebrities,\(^7\) featured content covering classic campaign activities,\(^8\) featured activities of local teAM chapters (regularly featured as Das teAM der Woche, teAM of the week),\(^9\) provided interested supporters with supporter logos, which they could add to their social network avatars.\(^10\) During the campaign the blog was also used as a ‘rapid response tool’ to react to postings on blogs that were critical of the CDU campaign and misrepresented events.\(^11\)

The campaign adopted an open moderation strategy towards comments. Although comments were moderated on the blog, the only comments that were deleted were comments that were insulting or held extremist views. This open position was also adopted in dealing with comments in other social networks or on YouTube. This strategy contrasts with traditional campaigning approaches that put more emphasis on the attempt to control the message and censor potentially critical content. In the CDU 2009 campaign the open approach did not cause trouble for the campaign. On the contrary, instead of trying to control comments to avoid a ‘loss of control,’ it seems more beneficial to adapt the communication conventions of the tool in use and accept potentially critical comments to campaign content.

The teAM Deutschland blog succeeded in regularly providing campaign-related content and in adopting the communication conventions of the blogosphere. But content posted on the blog did neither influence the campaign agenda nor it spawn a viral distribution
phenomenon. So in comparison with some of the potentials of political blogs discussed in the literature, the teAM Deutschland blog achieved more modest results.

teAM DEUTSCHLAND: YOUTUBE

By 2009 roughly two thirds of the German public were using the video platform YouTube at least infrequently.\textsuperscript{82} Although most of these users probably did not use YouTube to watch political videos, these numbers made YouTube an interesting communication tool for political parties and candidates.\textsuperscript{83}

The CDU campaign predominantly used their YouTube channel, ‘CDU TV’,\textsuperscript{84} to post professionally produced videos about CDU campaign events,\textsuperscript{85} interviews with politicians,\textsuperscript{86} speeches of politicians,\textsuperscript{87} local campaign teams,\textsuperscript{88} behind-the-scenes videos that illustrated different aspects of the campaign,\textsuperscript{89} the campaign song,\textsuperscript{90} as well as short image videos.\textsuperscript{91} Other videos posted there were produced by volunteers and were of a much rougher production quality. These videos had a stronger focus on the authenticity of the events they covered\textsuperscript{92} or were directly addressed to supporters of the teAM Deutschland.\textsuperscript{93} But in contrast to the campaigns in Hessen 2009 and Nordrhein-Westfalen in 2010, where the online campaigns ‘webcamp09’ and ‘NRW für Rüttgers’ focused on videos produced by volunteers,\textsuperscript{94} the focus of the CDU’s national campaign clearly was on videos produced by professionals.

The ‘CDU TV’ videos were aiming for a journalistic look and feel, thus attempting to join the ranks of the traditional media as content providers. This approach corresponds with the mediatization thesis of online campaigns, which expects political campaigns to mirror journalistic practices and formats in their online materials in hope of producing stories that will be picked up by the traditional media.\textsuperscript{95} In the 2009 campaign this happened at least once when Angela Merkel, in an exclusive interview for ‘CDU TV,’ did talk about her plans for
the summer holidays,\textsuperscript{96} this was taken up by the press agency AP and then made the rounds through various media outlets.\textsuperscript{97}

Between July 1 and September 27 (the day of the election) the CDU campaign posted 112 videos. These videos achieved widely varying viewer counts. While some high-profile videos like Angela Merkel’s message to attend the election\textsuperscript{98} and the campaign song\textsuperscript{99} attracted roughly 30,000 viewers (both videos were prominently linked, Angela Merkel’s message as paid advertisement, on BILD.de, the online portal of one of Germany’s most popular daily papers), most videos attracted between 1,000 and 4,000 viewers. In comparison, a video documenting a protest at a CDU campaign event in Hamburg posted by activists in the last weeks of the campaign attracted over 200,000 viewers within days of posting.\textsuperscript{100} This shows that the videos posted by the CDU campaign, while reaching respectable viewer counts, did not exhaust the true potential audience for political online videos.

**SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES**

The CDU did not only build its own social networking platform but also chose to actively participate on existing social networking sites. Since these activities slightly varied between different social networking sites—due to different user demographics and usage practices—the campaigning activities on the three most prominent social networking sites will be discussed separately.\textsuperscript{101}

In 2009 about 29 per cent of Germans (ages 14 and older) used a social networking site by keeping a personal profile. This percentage was even higher in the age groups of 14 to 19 and 20 to 29-year-olds; there 74 per cent and 61 per cent were keeping a personal profile on a social networking site.\textsuperscript{102} This high adoption rate shows the importance of social networking sites for political campaigns.
VZNETWORKS

The VZ-Netwerke (VZnetworks)\textsuperscript{103} consist of three social networking sites with different target demographics. StudiVZ\textsuperscript{104} is a site addressed to students. MeinVZ\textsuperscript{105} is a site addressed to adults who completed their formal education. SchülerVZ\textsuperscript{106} is a site addressed to pupils. These social networking sites focus on recreational activities and not on business networking. In this they are comparable to Facebook. If one aggregates the users of all three sites at the time of the election of 2009, the VZnetworks were the social networking platform with the largest membership count in Germany. In mid 2009, the time of the campaign for the federal election, they had roughly 15 million users.\textsuperscript{107}

As a special service for the 2009 campaign the VZnetworks enabled politicians and political parties to use special profiles, so called Edelprofile (special profiles). These profiles provided politicians and political parties with more options with regard to design, the integration of pictures, the embedding of videos, and the integration of RSS-feeds.\textsuperscript{108} Adding to this the VZnetworks collected the activities of politicians and political parties in a group, which they called ‘Wahlzentrale’ (election hub).\textsuperscript{109} There they informed group members about interesting profiles, campaign events, and campaign accompanying activities organized by the VZnetworks.\textsuperscript{110} The biggest event organized by the VZnetworks in cooperation with the German television station ZDF was the TV-Show Erst Fragen dann Wählen (ask first vote later). The aim of the show was to open up the political discussion to young voters, a part of the electorate, that the organizers hoped to find on the VZnetworks. On their profiles users were encouraged to ask written or video recorded questions of the mayor parties’ leading candidates. Each candidate then had the chance to answer these questions during the show.\textsuperscript{111} All leading candidates, except Angela Merkel, decided to use that opportunity.\textsuperscript{112}
The CDU campaign maintained two special profiles during the election campaign, one for the CDU’s leading candidate, Angela Merkel, and one for the party. These profiles were used to provide interested users with information about campaign activities. A heavily used tool was the option to send messages to VZnetwork users who had connected with the profiles. These messages were used as a low-frequency mobilizing tool, be it for specific campaign events or as a get-out-the-vote mobilizing tool. The campaign also used the profiles to alert users of platform independent activities, be it the event ‘Frag Angie’ (Ask Angie) or the event ‘Das größte Unterstützerplakat Deutschlands’ (Germany’s biggest support poster). Both events received strong positive feedback by the users of the VZnetworks. The campaign utilized the options for dialogue, which the platform provided; the campaign reacted to messages, comments or ‘gruschelte’—the VZnetwork’s version of a Facebook ‘poke’.

If one focuses only on the number of supporters the profiles on the VZnetworks became the CDU’s most successful social media campaign element. On the eve of the election, Angela Merkel’s profile showed 71,951 supporters. In comparison, on the same evening the profile of SPD challenger Frank-Walter Steinmeier showed 21,309 supporters.

An interesting side phenomenon is that the CDU’s party profile did attract far fewer supporters as Angela Merkel’s profile. On the eve of the election only 25,294 supporters had connected to the CDU profile. This difference also showed in the supporter counts on Facebook, as will be shown later. This could indicate that personalized profiles on social networking sites hold a larger potential to gain supporters than profiles of institutions. Alternatively this could indicate that Angela Merkel as a candidate held stronger sympathies among users of social networking sites than the CDU as a party.
XING is a German social networking site focusing on business professionals. In this XING is comparable to LinkedIn. Unlike on the VZnetworks or on Facebook the terms of service prevent campaign staffers from building profiles for a politician, for a party or for a campaign. Although politicians themselves are allowed to use a profile on XING the campaign staff is not. This corresponds with the code of the site, which does not see the interactions of its users around politics as its mission but tries to facilitate business focused networking. Still, like the VZnetworks, XING reacted to the campaign of 2009 by introducing special features. XING offered political parties the chance to start and moderate discussion groups. At first this offer was only extended to the established parties, CDU, SPD, FDP, Die Grünen and Die Linke, and was not directed at the new Piratenpartei (pirate party). After protests by the party’s supporters, the pirate party also got the chance to moderate a group.

The CDU campaign set up a group for the party on XING. The group membership was considerably lower than the number of supporters on other social networking sites. The CDU group had 1,127 members at the eve before the election while the SPD group had 835 members. Thus these comparably low numbers were a phenomenon independent from political affiliation and dependent on the specific social networking platform and its usage culture.

The CDU campaign did not use its group to distribute campaign content. In contrast to the profiles on other social networking sites the discussion in the CDU group was mainly driven and moderated by the group members themselves. Only occasionally—in case of questions or objectionable content in conflict with the XING terms of service—did core team members intervene in the discussions.
Compared to the VZnetworks, which had started in late 2005, and XING, founded in 2003, Facebook was a new player among social networking sites in Germany. A German version of the site was to go public in 2010. During the campaigns of 2009 Facebook played only a marginal role because in Germany Facebook’s user base was not as broad as that of the VZnetworks, which in 2009 still exhibited a clear first-mover advantage.121 Also Facebook, in contrast to VZnetworks and XING, did not offer special features connected to the political campaigns of 2009.

The CDU campaign maintained three different Facebook pages: An Angela Merkel Fanpage,122 a CDU Fanpage,123 and a Fanpage for the volunteer organization teAM Deutschland.124 On the eve of the election, 17,793 supporters had liked the Angela Merkel Fanpage on Facebook but only 1,930 supporters had connected with the CDU Fanpage while 1,843 supporters had liked the teAM Deutschland Fanpage. As already seen with the VZnetworks, more users connected with the personalized profile of a politician than with the profiles of a party or campaign. This preference for the profiles of candidates was not specific to the CDU, though. During the campaign Frank-Walter Steinmeier (leading candidate of the SPD) had connected with 6,820 supporters on his Facebook Fanpage125 while the SPD Fanpage showed 3,586 supporters.126 These data speak in favor of a higher potential that personalized political profiles on social networking sites might hold in comparison to profiles of organizations or institutions.

The supporter numbers also show why the CDU focused its efforts on the VZnetworks. The comparison of Merkel supporter counts on Facebook and the VZnetworks shows the importance, which the VZnetworks held in the 2009 campaign. As mentioned above, the Angela Merkel Fanpage on Facebook had 17,793 supporters while the Angela Merkel Edelprofi on the VZnetworks showed 71,951 supporters at the eve to the general election. Again, this difference was not restricted to the CDU or Angela Merkel. Frank-Walter
Steinmeier’s 6,820 supporters on Facebook contrast his 21,309 supporters on the VZnetworks.

It is noteworthy that this dynamic has changed in the months after the campaign. During that time Facebook approached the accumulated VZnetworks in user counts thereby increasing its appeal for political campaigners. Also, the high level of interactivity around content on fan- and profilepages, which is part of Facebook’s usage culture, makes it an increasingly attractive tool for campaigners. An ever growing set of usage statistics that Facebook provides to fanpage administrators facilitates an ongoing evaluation of the Facebook element of an online campaign. A first sign of this change was seen in the strategy of the CDU online campaign in Nordrhein-Westfalen, the first German campaign after the campaign for the 2009 general election. This online campaign focused its social networking activity nearly exclusively on Facebook. There also seems to be a shift in the approach that the Facebook management team takes to political campaigns. For the 2010 general election in the UK, for instance, Facebook implemented a considerable amount of campaign-specific content. These changes exemplify the high dynamic in the field of social media tools and their use in political campaigns.

The CDU online campaign of 2009 used its Facebook fanpages quite conservatively. Regular status messages informed the followers about campaign events and campaign content was distributed through wall posts on the fanpages. As on the VZnetworks the campaign reacted to pokes and comments. Finally, the supporters on the fanpages were regularly addressed through messages about high-profile campaign events. The campaign also used Facebook for the aforementioned events ‘Frag Angie’ (Ask Angie) and ‘Das größte Unterstützerplakat Deutschlands’ (Germany’s biggest support poster).

In their use of social networking sites, the CDU utilized the three functions of online campaigns with varying emphasis. The staging of political support and participation through
social networking sites seems to be the most heavily used function of social networking sites during the 2009 campaign. The supporter counts of Angela Merkel on the varying social networking sites were strongly communicated. Especially the constant rise in her supporter numbers in comparison to Frank-Walter Steinmeier’s was a constant topic.\textsuperscript{129} The attempt to illustrate momentum through the number of supporters on social networking sites was also used in campaigns following the federal election. Examples of this are the supporters of Joachim Gauck as Bundespräsident (2010),\textsuperscript{130} the protesters against an infrastructure project ‘Stuttgart 21’ (2010)\textsuperscript{131} and the supporters of Germany’s then minister of defense Karl-Theodor zu Guttenberg (2011).\textsuperscript{132} The publicly visible supporter counts of social networking sites seem to offer themselves intuitively for the staging of political support and participation.

**TWITTER**

If one follows the definition of a social networking site by danah boyd and Nicole Ellison as ‘web-based services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system’,\textsuperscript{133} then the microblogging service Twitter could have also been discussed in the previous section. However as this section will show, the campaign used Twitter quite differently from the social networking sites VZnetworks, Facebook, and XING.

In early 2009 Twitter had become increasingly popular among CDU supporters and politicians. Partly responsible for this probably was the increased media attention Twitter received in the aftermath of the Obama campaign. Another reason was the active use of Twitter by the online campaign webcamp09 in Hessen. This campaign used its account @webcamp09\textsuperscript{134} successfully for the purposes of information dissemination and community building.
The German Twitter hype suffered a momentary damper when two members of the German parliament twittered the results of the election of the German Bundespräsident from the floor of the House before these results were officially announced. This incident led the German media to heavily lash out against Twitter as a political-communication tool. In the aftermath campaigners proceeded more cautiously with regard to the publication of personal Twitter-Feeds by high-ranking politicians. Still, shortly before the election Twitter was widely adopted by politicians and supporters alike.

The CDU campaign used two Twitter accounts. One account had been established by the party before the campaign and was called ‘@cdu_news.’ This account was mainly used to inform followers about official campaign or party events, to accompany party events, or allow a backstage view of campaign events. The second account was called ‘@teAMDDeutschland’ and had been specifically to accompany the campaign. Its content was more varied than the content on @cdu_news. It also included information about campaign events but in addition to this the account used @messages to followers and linked to potentially interesting content on the web. The campaign also twittered live from high-profile events on this account to allow interested supporters to follow the event via Twitter. By the end of the campaign the @cdu_news account had 2,313 followers while the @teAMDDeutschland had 1,300 followers. The use of their Twitter accounts corresponds with the campaign function presence in the online information space.

One of the challenges CDU campaigners faced in early 2009 was that vocal CDU supporters were few and far between. To encourage supporters to voice their opinions online, CDU campaigners used Twitter as a community-building tool. Starting with the official campaign account for the state election in Hessen in early 2009, @webcamp09, campaigners used the campaign accounts to publicly communicate with supporters and thus helped them
to interconnect. Based on the experiences in Hessen, the campaign for the federal election used their campaign account @teamdeutschland similarly.\textsuperscript{148}

(Table 5 about here)

Table 5 shows simple metrics that illustrate the different handling of the official CDU Twitter account @cdu_news and the account of the campaign team @teamdeutschland. The table documents usage statistics for seven twitter accounts affiliated with three political parties in Germany. The accounts connected to the CDU are @cdu_news, @teamdeutschland and the personal account of the CDU member of parliament Kristina Schröder, who in 2009 was still twittering under her maiden name Kristina Köhler, @kristinakohler. The accounts connected to the SPD are @spdde, the official SPD Twitter account, and the account of the SPD Member of Parliament Björn Böhning. In comparison to these established political actors I also added the usage stats of two accounts (@piratenpartei and @tauss) connected to Germany’s Piratenpartei (Pirate Party), which only achieved some two per cent of the vote, but dominated the political German online sphere during the campaign.\textsuperscript{149} One possibility to assess whether Twitterers use their account to interact with other users is the ratio of ‘@messages’ (open messages directed at a specific user) and ‘retweets’ (popular Twitter convention, if one user reposts the message of another user by preceding it with the abbreviation ‘RT’ for retweet) to the total number of ‘tweets.’

The table shows that there is a clear difference in the interaction of accounts of individuals and accounts of organizations. The accounts @cdu_news, @teamdeutschland and @spdde have much lower @message and retweet ratios than the accounts of Kristina Schröder, Björn Böhning und Jörg Tauss. The only exception here is the account of the Pirate Party, which comes close to personal accounts in @message ratio and clearly surpasses most
personal accounts in its retweet ration. This simple metric also illustrates that the @teamdeutschland account was used more actively to interact with other users than the @cdu_news account. But it also shows that the campaign interacted in a much lower frequency with other Twitter users than politicians did on their personal accounts.

THE 2009 CDU ONLINE CAMPAIGN

This paper documented the details of the CDU online campaign for the German general election 2009. Which tools were used, how, and why? This was undertaken to provide a descriptive case study to add to the growing literature on international online campaigns. The article has shown that three basic functions found in the literature on online campaigns can be used to understand the CDU’s use of online tools. These functions are: 1) Presence in the online information space; 2) Support of the infrastructure of politics; 3) The staging of political support and participation. Especially the last of these functions, the staging of political support and participation has proved to be popular in German campaigns well beyond the campaign of 2009.

Another element of the 2009 campaigns was the ability for the CDU to establish an ongoing learning process into the use of, up until then, untested web 2.0 services. This learning cycle stared in early 2009 in Hessen through the webcamp09. A few months later the lessons learned during this campaign influenced the online campaign in the Saarland. Which in turn influenced the online campaign for the general election. On which the first political campaign of 2010 in Nordrhein-Westfalen based its online approach. This process creates prototypes from isolated online campaigns and ensures an ongoing learning process. This is important since, as has been shown, the field is highly dynamic thus ongoing learning and observation processes become important elements of any online effort.
In retrospect, the great transformative campaign expected by the traditional media and hailed by social media experts did not occur in 2009. Instead, political actors in Germany integrated social media services in their online strategy and started an ongoing learning process. Thus the German campaign of 2009 might serve as a case study contributing to the documentation of ongoing international social media adoption processes by political actors.
Table 1: Question for local team leaders: The team Deutschland website is a valuable tool for the organization of the campaign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completely agree</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly agree</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly disagree</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Question for local teAM leaders: teAM Deutschland could also have been organized by using one of the already existing social networking sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completely agree</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly agree</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly disagree</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>41.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completely disagree</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Question for teAM members: I used the teAM Deutschland to receive information on the campaign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance Level</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very important</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>46.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>1514</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat important</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unimportant</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completely unimportant</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Question for teAM members: By using the teAM Deutschland website I received information on the campaign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completely true</td>
<td>1526</td>
<td>42.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True</td>
<td>1447</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat true</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not true</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completely untrue</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Twitter Stats (data for the time between 1 July and 27 September 2009 as provided by the Twitter API)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account Name</th>
<th>Friends/Followers (27 September 2009)</th>
<th>Tweets</th>
<th>@Messages Sent</th>
<th>Per Cent of @Messages Sent to Total Messages</th>
<th>Retweets Posted</th>
<th>Per Cent of Retweets Posted to Total Messages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@cdu_news</td>
<td>756/2313</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@teamdeutschland</td>
<td>182/1300</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@kristinakoehler</td>
<td>106/1051</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@spdde</td>
<td>1701/3233</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@boehningb</td>
<td>194/2111</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@piratenpartei</td>
<td>5886/6286</td>
<td>1489</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@tauss</td>
<td>195/5849</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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